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3.6 Add-ons: Constraints!

n  Add-on: Knowledge Representation Mechanism used 
together with one of the others to cover “special 
knowledge” with special processing!

n  Constraints: collection of conditions that must be 
fulfilled by solutions/answers found!

n  Very similar to interpreted predicates (i.e. set PI in 
logics)!

n  Other add-ons (can be constraints or other):!
● Handling of time!
● Spatial information!
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Basic data structures!

n  Single constraint ="
(in-)equation in variables of base mechanism!

n  Definition set /interval for variables must be 
provided!

n  Constraint consists of one or several single 
constraints!
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Semantics!

n  All constraints that are considered by the base 
mechanism to be active together must have a solution 
within their definition area"
F !constraints together form a search problem of "

!finding a solution (resp. determining, if there is a "
!solution)!

n  Interpretations for definition areas are provided by 
the constraint mechanism!
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How to get knowledge into the 
representation structure!

n  Constraints describing limitations on the variables in 
them are  added to the elements of the base 
mechanism!

n  Definition areas D can be seen as additional 
constraints of the form x ∈ D!

n  Variables occurring both in statements of the base 
mechanism and constraints usually have to fulfill 
certain conditions to be treated correctly; this has to 
be taken into account when using constraints!
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Discussion!
✚   Mechanism to deal with constraints can be totally 

different than mechanism to deal with base logic"
F use of special semantics"
F use of special procedures (for example to solve "

!linear equations)"
F hierarchical knowledge representation"
F more efficiency "
but: where to draw the line between base mechanism"

!and constraints?!
-  Interaction base mechanism and constraint 

mechanism usually tricky (for example, constraint 
mechanism only checks for solvability or has to 
produce a unique value)!
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And what about processing data?!

n  Constraints are helpful, if a special mechanism for 
handling them exists!

n  Special mechanism gets set of constraints and returns 
solution!

n  Constraint mechanism can be seen as procedure 
called by the base mechanism whenever constraints 
are encountered!

F Like using or-tree-based search to handle hard "
     constraints in set-based search!
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3.7 When take what?!
Frames ! 

Modal logics ! 

? 
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Rules of thumb!

n  Theoretical investigations: what is possible?"
F Logics!

n  Knowledge already in very similar format "
F take format!

n  Hierarchical structures / inheritance"
F semantic nets, frames!

n  Represent certain input-output behavior"
F neural nets!

n  Laws, rules"
F rule sets!
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4. Where to go from here?!

Several different subareas of AI requiring whole course (or more) 
on their own.!
We (i.e. our AI group: Jacob, Denzinger) offer the following 
courses:!
n  Winter 2018:"

CPSC 599.44: Machine Learning (Denzinger)!
n  Fall 2018:"

CPSC 502/503 Research Project (all professors, including the 
ones from the AI group)!

n  Winter 2019:"
CPSC 567: Foundations of Multi-Agent Systems (Denzinger)"
!
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5. Cooperation!
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"
Effect of Cooperation !
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Why interest in cooperation of AI 
systems?!

n  Human example!
n  Need to interact with humans!
n  Deal with naturally distributed tasks!
n  Employing several processing units"

F Distributed AI!
n  Reduce complexity of tasks to tackle!
n  Make use of diverse (even contradictory) knowledge!
n  Synergy!
F One aspect of multi-agent systems!
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CPSC 567 Foundations of MAS"
(also as CPSC 609)!
2. !Single-agent systems!
!1. !Formal definitions and properties!
!2. !Modeling of agents!

3. !Multi-agent systems!
!1. !Formal definitions and properties!
!2. !Interaction and cooperation concepts!
!3. !Competitive agent environments!

4. !Learning in MAS!
!1. !Learning in general!
!2. !From single-agent to multi-agent learning!
!3. !Examples!

5.  Testing MAS!
6.  Applications of MAS (if time permits)!
!!
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An example for Synergy:"
TECHS!
n  TEams for Cooperative Heterogeneous Search!
n  Basic idea:"

different agents employ different search processes 
working on the same search instance;"
both different controls and different search models!

n  From time to time an agent selects pieces of different 
kinds of knowledge to communicate them to the 
other agents!

n  An agent receiving pieces of knowledge filters them 
according to its needs and then integrates them into 
its search!
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Kinds of knowledge to communicate!
n  Positive information to be integrated into the search 

state:"
(partial) solutions to problem or subproblems!

n  Negative information to be integrated into the search 
state:"
unsolvable subproblems, partial solutions not leading 
to a solution!

n  Positive control information:"
control parameters, focus pieces of solutions!

n  Negative control information:"
transitions to avoid !
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Case study in job-shop scheduling!
Best agent TECHS (3 agents) Speed-up

Quality Time Quality Time
1218 8874 1218 4416 2
1298 24444 1296 1608 15
1300 2952 1298 817 3.6
1241 25936 1239 2767 9.3
1291 12342 1291 2104 5.8
1440 26180 1426 469 55
1248 14822 1248 7240 2
1249 24474 1245 2516 9.7
1277 2757 1273 1403 1.9
1613 6609 1608 6606 1
1622 22563 1616 7975 2.8


